
1 Farewell to the Huangpu River

On October 9, 1967, just before their departure from Beijing to Inner
Mongolia, a group of ten students from the Beijing Number 25 High
School congregated in front of a picture of ChairmanMao at Tian’anmen
Square. Witnessed by a crowd of a thousand local residents, they swore
allegiance to Mao, declaring,

For the great goal of spreading red Mao Zedong thought throughout the world,
we would, if it were necessary, be willing to go up to the mountain of knives or
down to the sea of fire. Following [Mao’s] great directive to integrate intellectuals
with workers and peasants, we are taking the first step. We will go all the way on
this revolutionary road and never look back.1

This event, publicized through national radio stations and newspapers,
generated enthusiasm throughout the country. By the end of 1967, offi-
cial media reported that 4,000 high school graduates had left Beijing for
the countryside, many more following the next spring.2

In Shanghai, it was more than half a year later that idealistic students
began to volunteer to go to the countryside. After several exploratory trips
to Anhui and Heilongjiang in July 1968, the first delegation set off in
August. “Farewell to the Huangpu River,” declared the Shanghai Jiefang
ribao on August 12, 1968, announcing the departure of forty-five of “our
city’s little soldiers” for remote mountain districts of China, where they
would join village production teams. This contingent had secured the
“glorious approval” of the Shanghai municipal government, which held
a reception for them on the morning of their departure, praising them for
their decision to go, and instructing them to closely study Chairman
Mao’s works, learn from the poor and lower-middle peasants, and parti-
cipate in both production and class struggle. As they prepared to board
the train that evening, the station was brightly lit and adorned with red

1 Liu Xiaomeng, Zhongguo zhiqingshi, 71. 2 Ibid., 69–71.
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flags; drums beat as the “little soldiers” said goodbye to the 10 million
citizens of Shanghai.3

These voluntary departures of urban youth to the countryside took
place in the context of the first years of the Cultural Revolution when,
since its inception in summer 1966, student Red Guards in cities
throughout China attacked educational, cultural, and administrative
institutions, as well as individuals, including their own family members
and teachers, whom they deemed to be counterrevolutionaries, or class
enemies, or guilty of bourgeois thinking and habits. As with students from
the BeijingNumber 25High School, Shanghai newspapers explained that
the decision for urban youth to go to the countryside was a way of
expressing their loyalty to Chairman Mao and the Chinese Communist
Party as well as their commitment to revolutionary change.4 The emer-
gence of these volunteers culminated in the directive issued by Mao and
publicized in the Renmin ribao on December 22, 1968, announcing, “It is
necessary for educated youth to go to the countryside to receive re-
education from the poor and lower-middle peasants,” and that “rural
comrades throughout the country should welcome them.” This directive
signified a turning point of the sent-down youth movement, shifting
voluntary initiatives by a relatively few idealistic students to a state-led
nationwide campaign.

Immediately after the announcement of Mao’s directive, the Shanghai
municipal government announced its policy of “uniform redness”
(yipianhong): all the 507,000 middle and high school graduates of 1968
and 1969, along with graduates of the previous two years who were still
waiting for job assignments, would be sent to the countryside.5 The
practice of sending city youth to the countryside continued until 1978,
some 1.1million youth fromShanghai having been sent.6 Over the course
of the decade, these youth were assigned to village production brigades,
state farms, or military farms. Persuading youth to go, transporting them,
and settling them required an extensive mobilization campaign, as well as
the creation of new administrative structures to manage the program.

This chapter focuses on the process of mobilizing Shanghai’s urban
youth to go to the countryside, as well as responses to mobilization by
youth themselves, their parents, and municipal government officials dur-
ing the peak years of the movement in 1969 and 1970. During this time,
the mobilization campaign aimed to achieve the goal of “uniform red-
ness”: all the graduates were required to go to the countryside.Moreover,

3 Jiefang ribao, August 12, 1968. 4 Ibid.
5 Shanghai laodongzhi bianzhuan weiyuanhui, Shanghai laodongzhi (Shanghai Labor
Gazetteer) (Shanghai: Shanghai shehui kexueyuan chubanshe, 1998), 111.

6 Ibid.
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almost all were sent to production teams and state farms in places distant
from Shanghai.

Mobilization

Themobilization of urban youth to go to the countryside had its origins in
the mid-1950s, when a small number of idealistic and progressive youth
volunteered to go to the countryside, and newspapers publicized model
volunteers such as Dong Jiageng, Hou Jun, and Xing Yanzi.7 Before the
Cultural Revolution, the Shanghai government strongly encouraged
“social youth” (shehui qingnian)—students who had not been admitted
to high school or colleges and had not found employment—to go to the
countryside.8 By 1962, the central government formulated policies and
established administrative offices for the resettlements. From 1955 to the
beginning of the Cultural Revolution in 1966, the Shanghai government
claimed that some 164,015 youth from the city were sent to the
countryside.9 In relation to the total Shanghai population, which was
over six million in 1955 and nearly eleven million in 1966, this number,
fewer than 15,000 per year, was small.10 The effort to send youth to the
countryside before the Cultural Revolution, therefore, affected a limited
segment of Shanghai residents.

At the same time, however, this earlier phase of sending youth to the
countryside is a significant backdrop to what took place during the move-
ment’s reconfiguration and expansion during the Cultural Revolution.
During the early months of the Cultural Revolution in 1966, a large
contingent of youth sent to the countryside in the early 1960s returned
to Shanghai and protested their assignment, demanding that the munici-
pal government reinstate their urban residence permits. And in the
unprecedented political opening afforded by the Cultural Revolution,
many of the youth returning to the city formed their own rebel
groups.11 This meant that many sectors of the Shanghai population
became well aware of the hardships endured by the earlier contingent of
sent-down youth.

The sent-down youth movement of the Cultural Revolution, therefore,
was not an entirely new phenomenon, even if it was instituted in

7 See Liu Xiaomeng, Zhongguo zhiqing shidian (Major Events and Documents of China’s
Sent-Down Youth) (Chengdu: Sichuan renmin chubanshe, 1995), 719–722, 731–739.

8 Ding Yizhuang, 47–48. For a discussion of “social youth” in Hunan sent to the country-
side before the Cultural Revolution, see Yiching Wu, 162–170.

9 Shanghai laodong zhi bianzhuan weiyuanhui, 114; Liu Xiaomeng, Zhongguo zhiqing-
shi, 43.

10 Jin Dalu and Jin Guangyao, Zhongguo xin difangzhi, vol. 4, 2205.
11 See Yiching Wu, 108–110. Also see Bonnin, 63.
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a completely different context than the earlier movement. The dislocation
of the first years of the Cultural Revolution, particularly the disruption to
schools and factories, caused the problem of unemployment in Shanghai
to reach an unprecedented level.12 RedGuard attacks on schools resulted
in the closure of all academic institutions above middle school. Students
graduating frommiddle school, starting in 1966, could not be admitted to
high schools; those graduating from high school could not go on to
colleges or universities. There was also a scarcity of jobs for these school
graduates, as most factories curtailed production during these early years
of the Cultural Revolution when Shanghai worker rebels, endorsed by
Mao, seized control of the municipal government and later occupied
schools and government institutions.13 This reduction in potential jobs
became particularly acute in 1968 when, in order to restore classroom
instruction, students in the middle and high school classes of 1966, 1967,
and 1968, referred to as lao san jie (“three old classes”), would have to be
graduated to make classroom space needed for new entering students.14

The first policy to deal with these lao san jie, announced in April 1968, was
to assign them jobs according to the “four directions”: to the countryside,
frontier, factories, and mines.

Althoughmost students hoped for urban factory jobs, a large number of
them were sent to the countryside.15 At this point the countryside to
which most youth were sent consisted primarily of state farms near
Shanghai (such as those in Chongming, Nanhui, and Fengxian) or
more distant ones administered by Shanghai (such as Huangshan in
Anhui and Dafeng in Jiangsu).16 In early June 1968, the Shanghai Party
Committee sponsored a mass rally in Hongkou Stadium to mobilize the
1966 high school and middle school graduates to go to the countryside.17

A week later, the city established an office to oversee the mobilization.18

Still, many students did not want to go to the state farms and instead

12 See Bonnin, 32–46.
13 Elizabeth Perry and Li Xun, Proletarian Power: Shanghai in the Cultural Revolution

(Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1997).
14 During theMao era, it was the responsibility of city governments to either provide jobs for

graduates from colleges, middle and high schools, and vocational and technical schools,
or to send them to the countryside. Bernstein, 33.

15 Jin Dalu and Lin Shengbao, Shanghai zhishi qingnian shangshan xiaxiang yundong jishilu
(Chronicle of Shanghai Sent-Down Youth) (Shanghai: Shanghai shudian, 2014), 2.

16 Shanghai laodongzhi bianzhuan weiyuanhui, 185. Also see Jin Dalu and Lin
Shengbao, 21.

17 Shanghai qingnianzhi bianzhuan weiyuanhui, 552. In 1966, there were almost 150,000
middle school graduates in Shanghai and nearly 31,000 high school graduates.

18 This “Shangshan xiaxiang bangongshi” preceded the establishment of the Shanghai
office of sent-down youth—Shanghai shi zhishi qingnian shangshan xiaxiang bangong-
shi—under the State Council.
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chose to wait for the possibility of a preferable assignment.19 Meanwhile,
a small number of youth from Shanghai—following the example of their
counterparts in Beijing—volunteered to go to distant production teams.
In June, the Shanghai government dispatched two small teams to explore
the possibilities for assigning youth to production teams in Anhui and
Heilongjiang.20

This is the context in which Mao issued his directive in
December 1968. His directive added two new elements to the pro-
ject of sending youth to the countryside. First, by the directive
stating that it is “necessary” for educated youth to be re-educated
by peasants, going to the countryside became a requirement, not
one of several options. Second, it mandated that rural communities
welcome the urban youth. The directive transformed what had been
a relatively modest set of policies to deal with unemployed school
graduates into a full-blown movement that required the participa-
tion of a far larger number of urban families.21

Leaders of the Shanghai government announced that all students wait-
ing for job assignments, along with the entire class of 1968 graduates,
would be required to go to the countryside.Demonstrating loyalty toMao
and formulating policies that supported him was crucial for the personal
and political survival of high-ranking government officials. Although the
1968 directive was not at all specific about how youth should bemobilized
and where they should be settled, the Shanghai government, like that of
Beijing and several other large cities, defined the countryside as remote
rural regions. During these early years of the sent-down youthmovement,
the Shanghai government defined the countryside as remote production
teams and state farms, excluding state farms administered by the muni-
cipal government that were in closer proximity to Shanghai.

Within several weeks, the Shanghai government arranged to send youth
to state farms and villages in Heilongjiang, Jilin, Inner Mongolia, Anhui,
Jiangxi, Yunnan, and Guizhou. This policy was strictly implemented for
two years, and impacted 507,000 middle and high school graduates,
including the entire 1968 and 1969 classes as well as the remaining

19 By the end of December, about 47,000 graduates from the 1966 and 1967 classes were
still waiting, making it difficult for the government to start job assignments for the class of
1968. Shanghai laodongzhi bianzhuan weiyuanhui, 112.

20 Jin Dalu and Lin Shengbao, 3; also see “Lishi de tiankong: Zhiqing shangshan xiaxiang
dashiji” (The Sky of History: A Chronology of Sent-Down Youth), May 18, 2007, at
www.chsi.com.cn/jyzd/jygz/200705/20070518/908609.html, accessed April 18, 2017.

21 Renmin ribao, December 28, 1968, CCRD. For a more extensive analysis of the ideolo-
gical underpinning of the sent-down youth movement, see Bonnin, 19–24; Bernstein,
33–83; and Liu Xiaomeng, Zhongguo zhiqingshi, 36–41.
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1966 and 1967 graduates who were still waiting for assignments by
December 1968.22

For the Shanghai government, the prospect of sending youth to the
countryside offered a practical solution to some of its most vexing pro-
blems. As noted above, the curtailment of high school and college admis-
sions since the beginning of the Cultural Revolution had prevented
middle and high school students from graduating for two years. Until
these students received job assignments and graduated, enrolling new
students would be increasingly difficult.Mao’s sent-down youth directive
might well have seemed a much-needed, even if temporary, solution to
this problem.

Mao’s directive also offered a means of terminating the two years of
urban violence and disorder that had erupted since the beginning of the
Cultural Revolution, whenRedGuards trashed neighborhoods and occu-
pied schools and some private residences. In Shanghai disorder was not
only a product of Red Guard activities, but also involved gangs of neigh-
borhood youth labeled in government documents as hoodlums (liumang
afei). The Cultural Revolution increased the ranks and activities of liu-
mang, whom local newspapers accused of engaging in gang fights, theft,
assaults on women, and killing people with knives.23 By early 1969, some
districts in Shanghai were arresting liumang (many identified as elemen-
tary and middle school students) and also organizing them into study
groups; throughout that summer, city newspapers included numerous
reports on efforts by the municipal government to crack down on them.24

Exporting them to the countryside became one of the most effective ways
in which the Shanghai government could deal with the problem.
Commenting on the negotiation conducted by Shanghai authorities
with Anhui Province to accept 10,000 liumang, one provincial official
stated that the arrangement was “to relieve the pressure of these youth on
the city.”25 Whether such a sizeable number actually went and whether
rural officials had any say about accepting these liumang remains unclear.

22 Shanghai laodongzhi bianzhuan weiyuanhui, 112.
23 PTDOSY, Putuoqu Jiaozhou diquMao Zedong sixiang jiaoyu xuexiban普陀区胶州地区

毛泽东思想教育学习班, “Jiaozhou diquMao Zedong sixiang jiaoyu xuexiban zongjie”胶
州地区毛泽东思想教育学习班总结 (Summary of the Jiaozhou District Study Group on
Mao Zedong Thought), March 13, 1969, PTDA.

24 On the problem of liumang afei, see Jiefang ribao, July 20, 1969; July 24, 1969; July 25,
1969; July 26, 1969.

25 Jiang Danping, “Nongnong de qingsi: Huiyi Anhui sheng shangshan xiaxiang gongzuo”
(Thick Affections: Recalling “Up to theMountains andDown to the Countryside”Work
in Anhui Province), in Zhonggong Anhui shengwei dangshi yanjiushi, ed., Anhui zhiqing
koushu shilu (Oral History of Anhui Sent-Down Youth) (Anhui: Zhonggong dangshi
chubanshe, 2014), vol. 1, 47.
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The Shanghai government launched a massive mobilization campaign
to achieve “uniform redness.” Echoing the Renmin ribao, Shanghai news-
papers did not refer to any of the practical rationales for launching the
movement, but instead focused on its espoused revolutionary ideology
and benefits: the virtues of hard labor in the countryside for urban youth,
the opportunity the movement would provide them to learn about
China’s social and economic problems, and the potential contributions
to rural development they could make. It also glorified going to the
countryside, depicting those who went as loyal followers of Mao willing
to sacrifice the comfort of their urban homes for the cause of the revolu-
tion and presenting them as models of worthy revolutionary successors.26

Mobilization consumed the city of Shanghai. Its streets were plastered
with bright red posters proclaiming Mao’s directive about sent-down
youth, depicting young students excitedly boarding trains bound for dis-
tant provinces. Newspapers published detailed accounts of mass rallies and
parades celebrating those who agreed to go. The Jiefang ribao, for example,
claimed that in early 1969 some 400,000 youth and their parents joined
a parade to publicize their excitement about themovement.27 Large assem-
blies took place every time groups of youth departed from the Shanghai
train station, such as the 10,000 people who gathered to support the 4,000
urban youth leaving for Heilongjiang.28 On a single occasion of 1,800
youth boarding a train for Anhui, the Zhabei district staged a sending-off
parade with 200,000 participants, including both the “old and young” of
the neighborhood.29 The same district government also organized
a “propaganda week” in May 1969, during which it commanded all work
units to hang up banners and posters and stores to exhibit photos of and
letters from sent-down youth in their windows. It also sent performing
teams to schools, bus stations, major streets, and alleys to reach “every
single family.”30

In propagating the virtues of “going up to the mountains and down to
the villages,” the media, particularly in the very early phases of the move-
ment, made clear that the ideal version of going to the countryside was

26 Jiefang ribao, January 8, 1969; January 27, 1969; February 26, 1969.
27 Jiefang ribao, February 12, 1969.
28 Wenhui bao, July 9, 1969, cited in Jin Dalu and Lin Shengbao, 62–63.
29 Zhabeiqu geming weiyuanhui 闸北区革命委员会, “Guanyu zhishi qingnian xiaxiang

shangshan da dongyuan de qingkuang baogao”关于知识青年下乡上山大动员的情况报
告 (Report on the Mobilization of Sent-Down Youth), January 21, 1969, ZBDA.

30 Zhabei qu geming weiyuan hui 闸北区革命委员会, “Guanyu Zhabei qu kaizhan dong-
yuan zhishi qingnian fu Heilongjiang, Neimeng, Jilin, Anhui chadui luohu xuanchuan
zhou huodong de jidian yijian” 关于闸北区开展动员知识青年赴黑龙江，内蒙，吉林，
安徽插队落户宣传周活动的几点意见 (Ideas Concerning Propaganda Week Activities in
Zhabei District to Mobilize Educated Youth to go to Villages in Heilongjiang, Inner
Mongolia, Jilin, and Anhui), May 1969, ZBDA.
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chadui luohu, joining village production teams and living like villagers in
poor and remote areas.31 The government had to confront large numbers
of students who imagined they could comply withMao’s directive by going
to less impoverished areas or to state farms. One district report highlighted
the problematic residents who asserted that “the worst thing is to be sent to
chadui luohu,” and preferred to go to state farms instead.32 Newspapers
also boasted headlines such as “You Must Be Determined to Endure the
Greatest Hardships!” “Take the Path to the Production Brigades!”33

“Joining Production Brigades Is Forever Revolutionary!”34 They praised
youth accepting assignments to production teams, with headlines such as

Photo 1.1 Holding a portrait of ChairmanMao, students fromShanghai’s
Putuo district bid farewell to the Huangpu river.
Photo courtesy of He Xinhua.

31 See, for example, PTDOSY, “Xiaxiang shangshan bangongshi gongzuo dasuan”下乡上
山办公室工作打算 (Plan for the Work of the Sent-Down Youth Office), July 1969,
PTDA.

32 Zhabeiqu geming weiyuanhui, “Guanyu zhishi qingnian xiaxiang shangshan da dong-
yuan de qingkuang baogao.”

33 Jiefang ribao, January 17, 1969. 34 Jiefang ribao, December 19, 1968.
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“Spring Thunder on the Banks of the Huangpu River: Waves of Youth Are
Going Up to the Mountains and Down to the Villages.”35

To complement these calls to join production brigades, Shanghai
newspapers published accounts, often culled and reprinted from provin-
cial newspapers, of the enthusiastic welcome urban youth received from
rural hosts. The Yunnan ribao (Yunnan Daily) declared, “We welcome
you sent-down youth from Beijing and Shanghai!”36 The Jilin ribao’s
(Jilin Daily) bold-lettered welcoming of sent-down youth was followed
by an account of the careful preparations being undertaken by villagers for
the arrival of urban youth: making arrangements for food, housing, fuel,
and furniture; preparing to provide political education; ordering Mao’s
books as a welcome gift. According to one report, “Everything is in place”
in the countryside: many villages had organized residents to repair old
houses, build new stoves, and paint the walls; some villagers were saving
vegetables for the sent-down youth, and some others happily vacated their

Photo 1.2 A photo released by the media featuring a happy departure of
sent-down youth at the Shanghai train station. Xn-irro5qn0bv6c.com

35 Jiefang ribao, February 12, 1969. 36 Jiefang ribao, February 27, 1969.
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rooms, decorating them as if for newlyweds.37 Jiefang ribao also reported
that Inner Mongolia had organized leadership committees and transpor-
tation teams to greet sent-down youth and would provide food for the
youth during their journey to villages. Even local stores were reportedly
prepared: they set up special counters to provide sent-down youth the
commodities necessary for daily life in the region; some herdsmen made
Mongolian gowns and leather boots for the arriving urban youth.38 In
Heilongjiang, local residents were said to have declared that their “great
leader Chairman Mao” had bestowed upon them “this heavy responsi-
bility to re-educate the educated youth . . . the greatest trust given to us
peasants.” These villagers, the report said, wanted to assure urban par-
ents that they would treat the students as if they were their “own sons and
daughters.”39

As soon as some Shanghai youth settled down in the countryside,
newspapers began to publish accounts of their heroic accomplishments.
A Shanghai youth sent to Jiayin, Heilongjiang, received lavish praise for
having donated blood to save the life of a village woman who had lost
consciousness during childbirth.40 Other accounts described sent-down
youth who provided medicines for villagers and who, as barefoot doctors,
treated those who were seriously ill.41

Negotiations

In spite of the relentless enthusiasm propagated by the national and local
media, many urban residents were ambivalent about the call to go to the
countryside. A cadre from Heilongjiang sent to Shanghai to receive
potential sent-down youth described the “sea of noisy people” occupying
the street in front of the prestigious JinjiangHotel where she and delegates
from other provinces stayed. Hoping to obtain information about condi-
tions in the countryside and potentially to negotiate the best possible
assignments for their own children, people crowded the entrance to the
hotel. At a high school gathering, this cadre found herself encircled by
students desperately asking questions such as, “The winter must be cold.
Will my ears freeze off?” “If I go out to pee, do I have to break the ice to
make a hole with a stick?” “Are we getting guns? Is there going to be
a war?” “Is there rice to eat?”42

37 Jiefang ribao, February 24, 1969. 38 Jiefang ribao, March 16, 1969.
39 Jiefang ribao, February 3, 1969. 40 Jiefang ribao, July 20, 1969.
41 For example, see Jiefang ribao, July 20, 1969. Other issues of the newspaper published

many similar stories.
42 Liu Lianying, “Wo qu Shanghai jie zhiqing” (I Went to Shanghai to Pick Up Sent-Down

Youth), Zhiqing (Sent-Down Youth), 2 (2013), 42–43.
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Despite their worries about rural conditions, the majority of urban
students did join the movement. It is difficult to determine to what extent
they did so voluntarily. Although newspapers relentlessly reported stories
of young volunteers guided by revolutionary ideology, what might appear
as voluntary participation sometimes turned out to be more complex.
One early volunteer, a student from the high school affiliated with
Shanghai Normal University, offered to go to Jiangxi before the move-
ment became mandatory, hoping that this would enable his younger
brother to have a factory job in Shanghai. This strategy to spare his
brother from being assigned to the countryside failed. “Unfortunately,”
he recalled, “the policy changed with Mao’s directive a month later, and
my brother was sent to Jilin.”43 Had he known in advance, he most likely
would not have volunteered.

Once the government mandated that all graduates must go, many
Shanghai residents tried to negotiate the best possible situation. One
former sent-down youth explained her father’s efforts:

My younger sister and I were one year apart and in the same class of 1969.
We were told there were four provinces where we could be sent: Heilongjiang,
Jiangxi, Anhui, and Yunnan. My younger sister, who had some health issues,
was assigned to Jiangxi, while I was assigned to the most distant location in
Heilongjiang. I was upset and was informed that the Jiangxi slots were filled.
Then my father, hearing that a work team from Jiangxi was staying at the
Jinjiang Hotel, rode his bicycle there and met with the team leader.
Fortunately, that person understood that if siblings were together they
would be more secure and settled, and he promised to add me to the
Jiangxi list. Did we resist? No! Everyone had to go and there was no alter-
native. And we were happy to have gotten the best possible assignment.44

Although some Shanghai students expressed passion about going to
the countryside, their passion was not always an expression of revolu-
tionary zeal. One young woman explained her excitement as desire for
independence from her family: “I was a little excited because I could
finally escape the control of my parents and become my own boss.
The sky is high so that birds can fly; the ocean is wide so that fish can
jump.”45 One student, a former Red Guard, explained the naivety of
his enthusiasm:

43 Yang Shixiong, “Shouyinji li de gushi” (Story from the Radio), February 12, 2012, at
http://zhiqingwang.shzq.org/jiangxArtD.aspx?ID=4773, accessed April 10, 2014.

44 Interview with Wang Pei.
45 Pan Ying, “Li kai muqin de na tian” (The Day I Left My Mother), in Zhu Mingyuan,

Nanwang Makuli: Heilongjiang sheng jiangchuan nonchang zhiqing huiyilu (Unforgettable
Makuli: Memoirs of Sent-Down Youth in Jiangchuan Farm, Heilongjiang) (self-
published, 2011), 166.
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At that time I was at an age when I didn’t really understand reality. I had no idea
what kind of impact giving up my hukou would have on my future. I had no idea
how precious a Shanghai hukou was. It took me only a few minutes to sign up.46

Another attributed his enthusiasm to an effort to perform ideological
correctness and compensate for the political problems of his deceased
father that limited his future prospects. His family’s economic situation
was also a factor: after his mother’s death, he lived with his aunt, who,
regardless of her poor health, had to support a family of four on amonthly
salary of sixty yuan. The aunt had tried to commit suicide because of
poverty and her illness. His enlistment to go to the countryside repre-
sented a desire to relieve her burden.47

To be sure, most youth did not readily volunteer or accept their assign-
ment, and the mobilization campaign to persuade more than half a million
students to go to the countryside required the involvement of the entire
organizational infrastructure of themunicipal government as well as exten-
sive “ideological work” (sixiang gongzuo) on the youth and their family
members. Schoolteachers and administrative officials, responsible for
determining assignments for graduates, would try to persuade them by
addressing their real or imagined objections: “‘You are afraid of going far
away from home?’ they might ask,” as one sent-down youth recalled.
“Then Anhui would be ideal: it is only a few hundred li from Shanghai
and it would only take you one day to get home.”

You’re not used to eating wheat products? Then you can go to Jiangxi where they
cultivate rice. If you are afraid of cold weather, then you can go to Yunnan where
all four seasons are like spring and you can always wear a T-shirt and go barefoot.
If you are worried about economic security, then you can go to a state farm where
they pay you a salary every month.

Teachers and leaders insisted that these were one-time offers and that
such choices would not be available for long.48

Many students were still not persuaded. Some stayed away from school
meetings, and others refused to accept their assignment. In these cases,
neighbors organized to cajole them. Street committees, composed mostly
of housewives, could be relentless: members took turns visiting homes
and talking exhaustively, posting on people’s doors sheets of red paper on
which Mao’s directives were printed. According to the cadre from
Heilongjiang,

46 Zhang Liang, Cong hei tudi zoulai (Coming from the Black Soil) (Shanghai: Xuelin
chubanshe, 2011), 9–10.

47 Zhu Xiaohong, “Xiaxiang” (Going to the Countryside), in Zhu Mingyuan, Nanwang
Makuli, 185–186.

48 Zhang Liang, 10. One li is approximately 0.5 kilometer.
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the street committee was more active than school officials. They would go to the
homes of graduating students to engage their family members in ideological work.
If the student disagreed or showed even slight resistance, those cadres would stay
at their home every day from morning until night, until the student was actually
persuaded to leave for the countryside.49

Residents did not always appreciate these tactics, and in some instances
vandalized the homes of street committee members.50 If the strategies of
schools and street committees were inadequate, parents of those who
refused to leave were likely to be subjected to additional pressure from
their work units, where they could be stigmatized and barred from privi-
leges such as joining the CCP.51

A number of parents, to avoid sending their children to remote
regions, tried to arrange for their sons and daughters to go to villages
in the relatively affluent areas of Zhejiang and Jiangsu near Shanghai.
Although during the early years of the movement the government did
not send students to these areas, many Shanghai residents had rela-
tives in these two provinces who could accommodate their youth,
a practice referred to as “finding one’s own road” (zixun chulu).
From the perspective of parents, sending their youth to live in nearby
areas under the care of relatives was far preferable to having them
assigned to impoverished and faraway places, where they would be
overseen by complete strangers. Although this could be understood
as a way of nominally participating in the movement, the Shanghai
government did not encourage this, and pressured residents to accept
assignments to remote counties. The Jiefang ribao, for example, chas-
tised such individuals, declaring, “if you do not go where you are
assigned but instead go to where you have relatives, this is
shameful!”52

The stubborn resistance of some parents to having their children sent to
the countryside proved to be a major problem, as reflected in the number
of articles in major Shanghai newspapers addressing this subject. “There
are some parents,” one reported,

who say, “The countryside is bitter and our children will not be able to adjust.”
Actually, it is precisely the fact that they cannot adjust that proves how imperative
it is for them to receive re-education by peasants . . . If billions of peasants can
adjust to life in the countryside, then why in the world can’t educated youth
adjust?53

49 Liu Lianying, 42–43. 50 Liu Xiaomeng, Zhongguo zhiqingshi, 107.
51 Bernstein is more skeptical about the effectiveness of the mobilization campaign, parti-

cularly the role of the neighborhood committees. His study deals with both large and
small cities, and also deals with mobilization over a longer time period. Bernstein, 93–96.

52 Jiefang ribao, January 24, 1969. 53 Jiefang ribao, January 8, 1969.
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Another news report focused on parents at the Tobacco and Sugar
Company in the Nanshi district of Shanghai. To persuade them to
encourage their children to enlist for the sent-down youth movement,
the company held more than 100 study sessions in summer 1969, with
some 4,800 participants. Unfortunately, leaders found that although
those attending expressed enthusiasm at the meetings, many still refused
to send their children.54

In spite of rallies, study sessions, and pressures on parents, a significant
number of youth did not volunteer. In Putuo district, for example, 25,000
graduates were determined eligible to go to the countryside in 1969. After
four months of intensive efforts to mobilize them, some 7,500 refused to
comply. The district sent-down youth office developed a plan to improve
its effectiveness: to provide training for the cadres from the schools,
district, and neighborhood committee; to hold a large-scale rally with
inspirational speeches; to organize an exhibition of photos featuring
participants in the movement. The plan also called for special attention
to Red Guards and their parents, and an analysis of the reasons for their
lack of enthusiasm for the movement. In an effort to instill excitement
among the district residents, the plan instructed cadres to “use every
possible means” to publicize the movement. To this end, it proposed
that broadcast speakers be installed in front of the district government
office and at the intersections of the busiest commercial streets.55

In addition to broadcasting the virtues of going to the countryside, the
city government also began to publicize the consequences that would be
faced by those who tried to undermine the movement. By fall 1969,
public sentencing meetings began to take place. At one held in Putuo
district, a woman found guilty of introducing prospective marriage part-
ners to female youth so they could avoid being sent to remote regions
was sentenced to twenty years in jail for having “tried to destroy the sent-
down youth movement.”56 In 1970, in response to a central government
directive to crack down on those who subverted the movement, some
thirty-seven individuals in Shanghai were identified as criminals guilty of
undermining the movement. Beginning that year, 145 rallies were held to
publicize these crimes, attended by 310,000 people (the largest had an
audience of 5,000).57

54 Jiefang ribao, August 19, 1969.
55 PTDOSY, “Putuo qu shangshan xiaxiang bangongshi dang qian gongzuo dasuan” 普陀
区革命委员会上山下乡办公室打算 (Plan for Work of the Putuo District Office of Sent-
Down Youth), July 1969, PTDA.

56 Ibid.
57 Shanghai shenpanzhi bianzhuan weiyuanhui, Shanghai shenpanzhi (Shanghai Trial and

Sentencing Gazetteer) (Shanghai: Shanghai shehui kexueyuan chubanshe, 2003), 247.
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Looking more closely at the mobilization efforts in Shanghai, it
becomes clear that their effectiveness was often shaped by the political,
social, and economic status of individuals. Those labeled as members the
“five black categories” (heiwulei)—landlords, rich farmers, antirevolu-
tionary individuals, bad individuals, and rightists, as well as capitalists
or anyone under scrutiny for historical or ideological problems—could
not afford to resist having their sons or daughters participate in the move-
ment, as it would likely intensify their already vulnerable position. For
youth belonging to families with problematic backgrounds, complying
with the policy could both protect their parents and express their deter-
mination to distinguish themselves from their inherited class identity.
The majority of youth went to the countryside either because they
believed it was the right thing to do or because they had no other choices.
Ironically, it was most often residents of working-class neighborhoods,
particularly those living in the city’s shack settlements, who defied the
mobilization campaign.

Contradictions of Class

Class struggle dominated the media in Maoist China, particularly during
the Cultural Revolution when the proletariat was valorized and the bour-
geoisie condemned. This official discourse of class, however, obscured
more popular notions of social status, which may not have used the
vocabulary of class but manifested deep sensibilities about economic
and social relationships.Most broadly, the residential registration system,
which made urban residency a privilege inaccessible to rural people,
marked the distinction between the agricultural and nonagricultural
population, or between rural and urban status, particularly prominent.
Residents of Shanghai were even more conscious of their city’s privileged
status: they considered almost everyone else “outsiders” (waidi ren),
a term commonly used interchangeably with xiangxia ren (“country
bumpkins”). There were also popular perceptions of class identity within
the city of Shanghai, based on employment, school, neighborhood, and
place of origin. For example, Shanghai people identified some areas, such
as neighborhoods in the former foreign concessions, as “upper quarters,”
and the shantytowns and shack settlement districts where many of the so-
called Jiangbei people lived as “lower quarters.”58

58 Jiangbei people were immigrants from areas in Jiangsu province north of the Yangzi river,
an area considered poor and backwards by the Shangai elite, most of whom hailed from
southern Jiangsu and Zhejiang. For an analysis of Jiangbei or Subei people in Shanghai,
see Emily Honig, Creating Chinese Ethnicity: Subei People in Shanghai, 1850–1980 (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1992).
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Investigations of the mobilization campaign suggest that residents of
the working class and shack settlement districts proved to be the most
problematic, some openly challenging the government’s policy, and some
ignoring it altogether. A report concerning the Shanghai Number 11
Textile Mill in Putuo district observed that in summer 1969, close to
20 percent of the youth in workers’ families who should have already gone
to the countryside as members of the lao san jie remained at home in the
city. One worker claimed that the family needed its child to perform
household chores; another argued that his/her child had a high school
education and was therefore “overqualified” to live in the countryside;
another, having declared, “I do not believe there will be unemployment in
a communist society,” was confident his child would obtain an urban job
if they waited. The investigative team found a worker who cursed the
unfairness of the policy every day, and expressed frustration that some-
times factory cadres sympathized with the needs and desires of individual
workers to keep their children at home. Even some Party members set
a bad example for others. According to the report, one Party member
claimed that he had prepared all the materials his son would need in the
countryside, but could do nothing more to force the unwilling child to go.
Another used his old age as an excuse, saying that he needed his child to
be home to take care of him. Citing the fact that a Party member
appointed workshop head had not sent her own child to the countryside,
some workers said they would send their children only if she sent hers.59

Reports of other factories in Shanghai described similar problems.
A certain Wang Zhengling, a CCP member who also served on the
revolutionary committee of the Shanghai light bulb factory, was described
in a special investigative report as a “typical case” of a leader who had not
sent his children to the countryside.60

The difficulties mobilizing factory workers to participate in the move-
ment are also manifested in newspaper reports. Invariably providing
a happy ending, these reports revealed problems that needed to be
resolved. Leadership at the Number 9 Textile Factory, for example,
called on all workers to make mobilization of the graduates in workers’
families a top priority. Visiting families and holding study groups to
encourage enlistment for the countryside, factory cadres encountered

59 PTDOSY, “Jiu guomian shiyi chang qingkuang diaocha tichu dui gongchang shangshan
xiaxiang gongzuo de jidian kanfa”就国棉十一厂情况调查提出对工厂上山下乡工作的几
点看法 (Several Suggestions Regarding the Work of Sent-Down Youth in Factories
Based on the Investigation of the No. 11 Textile Mill), July 1969, PTDA.

60 PTDOSY, “Ge jiedao jieji douzheng dongxiang chubu huibao” 各街道阶级斗争动向初
步汇报 (Preliminary Report on the Signs of Class Struggle on Neighborhood Streets),
July 1969, PTDA.
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an older worker, Tian Gendi, who adamantly protested sending
her second son to the countryside. Master Wu, who belonged to her
workshop, used his break time to talk to her. “Weworkers,” he reportedly
instructed her, “need to listen toChairmanMao.Have you thought about
that? We came to the factory as teenagers. Do you remember conditions
at that time and how much has improved? It is Chairman Mao who has
brought us happiness and we cannot forget that.” Not only did Tian
change her mind, but she also began to educate her coworkers. Half
a year into the mobilization campaign, 1,500 of this factory’s 8,000 work-
ers had agreed to send their children to the countryside. Although this
report surely intended to convey success, it did indicate that many work-
ers had expressed reluctance to send their children to the countryside.61

There are several reasons why workers at these factories could brazenly
complain about sending their youth to the countryside. As members of
the politically privileged working class, they had far less at stake than
intellectuals or people with problematic class backgrounds. Working for
state enterprises, their work units could pressure or stigmatize them, or
deny them Party membership, but most often their jobs were secure.

If government officials found it challenging tomobilize factory workers,
they confronted even more frustrations in contending with residents
who constituted a “sub-proletariat,” who had far less attachment or
loyalty to the state. The critical role played by class in shaping responses
to Mao’s directive on sent-down youth is particularly conspicuous in
a detailed report on one of Shanghai’s best-known slum districts,
Yaoshuilong. One of three major shantytown settlements in Shanghai,
Yaoshuilong had its origins in the early twentieth century, when
migrants from northern Jiangsu, Shandong, and Anhui came to the
city to beg or engage in menial labor. The migrants made homes along
the southern bank of Suzhou Creek in huts built of straw, bamboo poles,
and broken wooden boards.62 In the early 1950s, some one-fifth of
Shanghai’s population lived in shantytowns, some of which, only in
the latter part of the decade, were gradually replaced by brick housing
compounds.63 Running water and electricity (but not indoor plumbing)
were also installed in these settlements. Although the Shanghai Institute
of City Planning claimed that on the eve of the Cultural Revolution,

61 Jiefang ribao, April 1, 1969.
62 For those who lived there, factory work was, as historian Hanchao Lu puts it, “a highly

coveted form of employment.” See Hanchao Lu, “Creating Urban Outcasts:
Shantytowns in Shanghai, 1920–1950,” Journal of Urban History 21, 5 (1995), 564;
Hanchao Lu, Beyond the Neon Lights: Everyday Shanghai in the Early Twentieth Century
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999), 118–137.

63 Janet Y. Chen, Guilty of Indigence: The Urban Poor in China, 1900–1953 (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 2012), 223.
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many of the residences of Yaoshuilong had transformed from straw huts
to simple dwellings with clay roofs, it nonetheless remained a slum with
some of the worst housing conditions in Shanghai.64

The authors of this 1969 report about mobilization in Yaoshuilong
described it as Jiaozhou district’s most difficult neighborhood to organize.
Reporting to the district government, the report described the slum
neighborhood as a residential area of “the working class,” but this did
not refer to members of the industrial proletariat. Instead, what emerges
from the report is an account of a segment of the Shanghai population that
to all intents and purposes was self-employed and engaged in private
enterprises, albeit ones that were not particularly lucrative and offered
no security and government benefits. As the report suggested, these
residents earned a living doing jobs such as driving rickshaws; pulling
carts; or working as carpenters, barbers, tailors, and street vendors.65

The report about Yaoshuilong reveals that residents there were openly
negative about the sent-down youth movement. Of the 239 youth grad-
uating, only ninety-six had gone to the countryside and 140 had refused to
go. According to the investigation, some cited physical disabilities or
illness as their reason to remain in the city, while some 70 percent of the
youth simply refused to go. One female student threatened to hang herself
if forced to go to the countryside. Another, a male student about to marry
a woman factory worker, was quoted as saying, “Even if you use a stick to
break my leg, I will not go!” Parents shared their reluctance to leave the
city. One parent said, “My child is young and let’s wait a few years.”
Another reasoned that she had four daughters and only one son, upon
whom she would be dependent in future and therefore she would not let
him leave. One, who already had a daughter in the countryside, declared
that she “would rather die” than let her son go. Described as suffering
“ideological problems,” the report concluded that people from the slum
“love the city and are scared of hardship and the countryside.”66

The investigation also revealed residents of Yaoshuilong who avoided
going to the distant countryside by negotiating marriages with people in

64 Shanghai shi difangzhi bangongshi, “Shanghai chengshi guihua zhi” (Gazetteer of
Shanghai City Planning), at www.shtong.gov.cn/node2/node2245/node64620/index
.html, accessed March 2, 2014. The observation about the transformation to clay roofs
is based on an investigation conducted in 1965 by the Shanghai City Planning and
Construction Institute.

65 Jiaozhou jiedao xuexiao xiaxiang shangshan lianhe bangongshi diaocha zu胶州街道学校
下乡上山联合办公室调查组, “Guanyu Jiaozhou jiedao yaobei liweihui zhishi qingnian
xiaxiang shangshan qingkuang diaocha” 关于胶州街道药北里委会知识青年下乡上山情
况调查 (Investigation of the Sent-Down Youth in Yaobei Alley, Jiaozhou Street
Neighborhood), August 26, 1969, PTDA.

66 Ibid.
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nearby Jiangsu and Zhejiang provinces. A certain Wang Xiuying reput-
edly had connections with people in Huzhou, Zhejiang, and introduced
young girls in the neighborhood to potential mates there. Eventually the
investigative team of Yaoshuilong suggested that she be criticized and that
her marriage arrangements be labeled a crime. She retorted that there was
nothing wrong with her activities as she was actually helping “send people
to the countryside.” Another Yaoshuilong resident reportedly had
arranged a marriage for her son in Kunshan, just beyond the limits of
Shanghai proper, in order to avoid him being sent to a remote and difficult
place. One youth who married in a nearby county had a sixteen-table
banquet at the wedding celebration.67

In the context of these early years of the Cultural Revolution, when
adherence to state policies was mandated of all citizens, the attitudes and
activities of the Yaoshuilong residents may have concerned the investiga-
tors. They attributed the resistance to the fact that Yaoshuilong, although
a “working-class” neighborhood, was populated by “enemies and bad
influences.” The report went on to assert that “before Liberation it was
a notorious place for bankrupted farmers, landlords, and gangsters.”68

While some residents of Yaoshuilong may have been former landlords
from Subei who fled to Shanghai during land reform, the majority could
not obtain jobs in the system of state enterprises for which Shanghai was
famed. Because they did not enjoy its benefits (such as secure employ-
ment in a state-owned enterprise, health insurance, and housing), they
had less to lose by ignoring government efforts to mobilize them.

Another factor in Yaoshuilong residents’ resistance to the sent-down
youth movement is that relocating youth to the countryside was not an
entirely new phenomenon for them. Many of the “social youth” sent by
the Shanghai government to the countryside from the mid-1950s to the
mid-1960s came from districts like Yaoshuilong, where many residents
had only temporary urban household registration permits and many
youth had long ago dropped out of school and were not officially
employed by the government. This meant that their families and neigh-
bors were deeply familiar with the harsh conditions that sent-down youth
would encounter. Families who had youth that had been sent to Xinjiang
before the Cultural Revolution, for example, were most likely very reluc-
tant to see their other children sent and resentful of those who came to
mobilize them.69 In one case, a youth namedWang Yugen, who had been
sent to Jiangxi in 1963, adamantly opposed the prospect of his younger

67 Ibid. 68 Ibid.
69 Chen Yingfang, Penghu qu: Jiyi zhong de shenghuoshi (Shantytown: Life History through

Memory) (Shanghai: Shanghai guji chubanshe, 2006).
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brother being sent to the countryside. He was back in Shanghai without
a residence permit during the early years of the Cultural Revolution.
When, in 1969, his brother received the notice assigning him to
Heilongjiang, Wang tore it to shreds, and declared, “So long as I have
porridge, he will have porridge! So long as there is food for me, he will not
go hungry!”70 Another youth who had returned from Jilin reportedly
“told everyone how hard it was there, that they had to go out in themiddle
of the night to work, there was not enough food, and that wind and sand
would get in your eyes.” A girl who had been in Heilongjiang informed
neighbors and friends in Shanghai that “they were at war” and “life there
is very hard.” “Lots of people were influenced by this and do not want to
go,” the authors of the report lamented.71

Residents of Yaoshuilong could refuse to go to the countryside for
practical reasons as well. They knew how to survive without state-
assigned jobs or government assistance, and were accustomed to finding
ways of earning a living by providing services to local residents. Of the
youth who refused to go to the countryside, one married a man who
worked at the Xikang vegetable market and offered to buy a sewing
machine so she could earn money as a tailor; several young women paid
five yuan for sewing lessons, while several young men apprenticed
a “master” carpenter, earning one yuan a day, a free lunch, and a packet
of cigarettes. Others made a living by cutting hair or pulling bicycle
carts.72 One sold crickets for five cents each.73 Authors of the report
identified this as a “bad influence,” suggesting to neighborhood residents
that one could ignore government directives and still make a living in the
city. They described these self-employed people as “making a pretty good
living.”74

Among other things, the above account sheds light on the ways in
which attitudes toward going to the countryside were sometimes shaped
by the social and economic situation of individual families. The most
disenfranchised, such as residents of Yaoshuilong, learned to survive
outside the state employment system in ways unfamiliar to most
Shanghai residents. More than the ability to make a living was at stake:
anyone with occupational or political ambitions could not refuse govern-
ment mobilization, as failure to comply would have closed doors for their

70 PTDOSY, “Ge jiedao jieji douzheng dongxiang chubu huibao.”
71 PTDOSY, Jiaozhou jiedao xuexiao xiaxiang shangshan lianhe bangong shi diaocha zu,

“Guanyu Jiaozhou jiedao yaobei liwei hui zhishi qingniang xiaxiang shangshan qing-
kuang diaocha.”

72 PTDOSY, Jiaozhou jiedao xuexiao xiaxiang shangshan lianhe bangong shi diaocha zu,
“Guanyu Jiaozhou jiedao yaobei liwei hui zhishi qingniang xiaxiang shangshan qing-
kuang diaocha.”

73 Ibid. 74 Ibid.
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future. People with such ambitions may have looked down on these
Yaoshuilong types, but the petty laborers of neighborhoods such as
Yaoshuilong saw themselves as far better off than their relatives in the
countryside.75

Conclusion

Mobilizing its city’s youth to go to the countryside was anything but
straightforward for the Shanghai government. The widespread propaga-
tion of Mao’s directive that aimed to create widespread enthusiasm for
the movement did not produce instant support and enlistment. Instead,
municipal government officials had to mobilize all of their organizational
resources to stage rallies and parades, as well as organize school admin-
istrators and teachers, neighborhood committees, and cadres in work
units, to overcome the reluctance of students and often their parents to
participate in the sent-down youth movement. With few choices avail-
able, the vast majority of middle and high school graduates from the 1968
and 1969 classes, and some of those from the previous two classes,
participated in the movement and relocated to distant places. Some
615,517 Shanghai youth were sent to other provinces, of whom
401,147 went to production brigades and the rest to state or military
farms.76

Reports from Shanghai’s district offices of sent-down youth highlight
two aspects of the mobilization effort that have not been previously
observed. First, the most significant resistance to the government’s cam-
paign was not staged by “class enemies,” but instead by factory workers
and residents of the city’s shack settlements. Second, the reports suggest
a dual role played by the city’s low-level cadres: on the one hand, they
assumed responsibility for implementing Mao’s policy, but at the same
time, their reports, even if not intended to do so, conveyed to their
superiors some of what Elizabeth Perry refers to as the “fault lines” and
“sites of potential rupture” in the political order.77

Onemanifestation of the seriousness of these ruptures is that the idea of
“uniform redness” in sending youth to remote provinces to live and work
with peasants was relatively short-lived. Newspapers continued to glorify

75 For a description of the contemptuous attitudes toward petty laborers, see Zhang
Liang, 11.

76 Shanghai laodongzhi bianzhuan weiyuanhui, 113.
77 Elizabeth J. Perry, “Trends in the Study of Chinese Politics: State–Society Relations,”

China Quarterly 139 (September 1994), 710. This point also appends one made by
Bernstein, that changes in policy are often “influenced by implicit assumptions about
what is or is not acceptable to the masses, and what themasses can be brought to accept.”
Bernstein, 71.
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the project of sending youth to learn from peasants, suggesting that the
policy was fully alive and that nothing had changed. Yet, by 1971, when
the class of 1970 was to receive assignment, the meaning of being sent to
the countryside had been transformed.

No matter whether youth in the late 1960s and early 1970s embarked
for the countryside with enthusiasm or dread, idealism or cynicism, few
who had grown up in Shanghai knew much about the rural areas where
they were sent to settle. Nor did they know what this relocation would
mean for their future: how long they would be required to stay in the
countryside, whether they would ever have the chance for further school-
ing, whether they could someday return to Shanghai, and what impact
time in the countryside would have on their lives.

Rural officials awaiting the arrival of sent-down youth harbored at least
as many questions and concerns. If mobilizing youth to leave required the
involvement of the entire administrative infrastructure in the city, then
settling them in the countryside would require an even more extensive
complex of rural management involving local residents and government
officials at the village, commune, county, and provincial levels. As the
next chapter shows, the difficulties for Shanghai youth to settle in remote
villages of the countryside exceeded the imagination of both rural and
urban government officials, compelling the Shanghai government to
become involved in the supervision of its youth already in the countryside
for years to come.
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